
Dr R E Amar Presentation: 
 

Roger E. AMAR is a Plastic and aesthetic surgeon graduated from the University of PARIS 

with internship in Paris and its residency in General Surgery in Marseilles Hospitals. He was 

assistant Professor in Anatomy at the University and Assistant Professor in Plastic and 

Reconstructive Surgery in Marseilles in Cancer Hospital. 

 

After graduation, Roger Amar spent 6 months post-graduate training at Canniesburn hospital 

in Glasgow with Drs Gibson, Mac Gregor, Jan T. Jackson, then Fred Nicoll and Maxwell in 

London.  

     

Dr Amar was in the eighties one of the first harbinger in fat transfer and the creator of the 

FAMI technique which stands for Fat Autologous Muscle Injection. He believes firmly that 

reshaping the face is the future of any facial rejuvenation by replacement of aged tissues by 

adipose stem cells from lower body, thanks to his important work in 3D facial Anatomy. 

The FAMI procedure is now referred in Wikipedia: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facial_Autologous_Muscular_Injection 

 

Roger Amar is an active Member of the French Society of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery 

since 1980 [SOFCPRE], of the American Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery since 1985 

[ASAPS] and the Spanish society for aesthetic plastic surgery [SECPRE] since 2002. He shares 

his time between his clinic in Marbella and Harley Street in London. 

 

R. Amar published numerous articles in plastic surgery journal in France and USA.   

From 1998 to 2015 Roger Amar was invited more than 60 times for lectures on non-surgical 

rejuvenation with stem cells FAMI and gave more than 65 international courses on stem cell 

rejuvenation with FAMI technique, particularly in USA.  

 

R. Amar is the author of 3 medical books published in MASSON- Elsevier - PARIS: 

“Symposium in Breast Reconstruction after Cancer”, 1980; “ABC de Chirurgie Plastique et 

Esthetique”, 1981; and “Les Greffes de Peau- Biologie et Technique”in 1985. 
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